Lantern Instructions

1. Slot pieces A and B together.

2. Slot pieces A and D onto piece C and turn upside down.

3. Slot two pins into piece A to secure it.

4. Slot both D2 pieces onto piece D1.

5. Slot the other D1 piece onto the D2 pieces.

6. Slot the constructed D pieces onto piece C.

7. Slot piece E onto the D pieces and put to one side.

8. Slot both F2 pieces onto piece F1.

9. Slot the other F1 piece onto the F2 pieces.

10. Slot the constructed F pieces onto piece E and put to one side.

11. Slot both G2 pieces onto piece G1.

12. Slot the other G1 piece onto the G2 pieces.

13. Slot the constructed G pieces onto piece H and turn it upside down.

14. Slot piece I onto pieces G and H.

15. Turn the base over again and put to one side.

16. From the clear/mirrored acrylic sheet slot both J2 pieces onto piece J1. Ensuring that any engraved designs are facing the correct way.

17. Slot the other J1 piece onto the J2 pieces.

Note: These acrylic panels can easily be removed and replaced at any time.

18. Slide the acrylic J pieces into the constructed lantern top.

19. Slide the lantern top onto the base.

Note: This is when you would insert a fit candle onto the centre on the base.

20. Secure the base on by inserting pins through the holes on all four sides of the lantern.

The lantern is complete.